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Binhaler is a vacuum cleaner 
designed to �t on a standard 240 liter 
wheelie bin. 

All the dirt, trash, and leaves go 
directly into the bin, so you don’t have 
to handle everything twice.

It is also a powerful dust 
collection tool. A cyclone-like drum 
separates the dust from the 
exhaust air�ow. 

Less dust in the air outside means a 
safe work environment.

Binhaler

binhaler
vacuum cleaner attach-
ment for wheelie bins
2014

This vacuum cleaner can 
be attached to the top of 
a standard wheelie bin.

Wheelie bins are 
not strong enough to 
withstand much of a 
vacuum on its inside. 
This device therefore 
separates the dust from 
the air in a cyclone-like 
drum. 

The vacuum cleaner was 
oriniginally intended for 
cle aning up leaves in the 
garden, but the prototype 
showed that the dust sep-
aration method works so 
well that it also may be 
used for dust collection in  
workshops and factories.

This concept has been 
designed and engineered 
during an internship at 
the Octrooifabriek in 
Enschede. It is patented 
in Europe.
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handlebars for bicycles
2012

This concept for injection 
moulded handlebars 
has a hexagonal rib 
structure in its internals. 
The structure is designed 
to withstand heavy loads, 
which were simulated in 
Solidworks.

donut
wireless network antenna 
for ships
2012

This antenna housing is 
designed to withstand 
water and heavy 
weather. This concept 
has a unique production 
process: a steel frame 
with a free-moving disk 
is inserted in a mould for 
rotational moulding. The 
disk is weighed down so 
that it will spin during the 
moulding process. The 
spinning prevents plastic 
from attaching between 
the moving parts. You 
end up with a hermeti-
cally sealed torus with a 
moveable disk inside. 

A small hole is then cut 
in the housing, and the 
twelve antannae can 
then be attached to the 
disk, and turned to their 
position. The hole is then 
closed off with a small 
door.

The antenna components 
are designed to withstand 
some water as well. 
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blockparty
2010

Concept for a storage 
bin. The ball moves freely 
inside the cube. The cube 
has one opening. If that 
opening is on top, the 
contents of the ball are 
accessible.

projection table
2014

Concept for a projection 
table made of beech 
and glass. Tables like 
this are very useful for 
presentations, creative 
processes and similar 
collaborations.

tusk
revalidation device
2014

Concept for a device to 
help patients stretch their 
knees during the revalida-
tion period after surgery. 

The hinge system is 
modeled for each 
patient’s unique knee 
movement and made with 
a laser cutter.
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plastic arc lamp
2013

Arc lamps usually need 
a heavy base. Transport 
and production of 
these heavy parts are 
costly and hard on the 
environment. 

This lamp can be packed 
in small pieces, and 
the base consists of 
water-filled PET bottles 
supplied by the end user.

upholsterer’s scissors
2011

People working as uphol-
sterer usually have some 
hand injuries as a result 
of using nonergonomic 
scissors. 

This new design makes 
cutting easier on the 
hands and still fits the 
needs of the users.

wheelie bin scale
2013

Some cities in the Nether-
lands require the citizens 
to pay for the trash 
disposal by weight.
This device is designed to 
park a wheelie bin on. 

The display reads out the 
current price of the waste 
in the bin, giving people 
direct insight into the cost 
of their waste.

bubble level
2010

Slim bubble level 
designed with pickuppa-
bility in mind.
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cars of the future
sketches
2015

Quick sketches evaluat-
ing possible future auto-
motive concepts. Made 
with intuos tablet and 
photoshop.
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several products
presentation sketches
2015

Showing products in a 
different context can be 
useful to investigate mor-
phology. In any case, it’s 
good excercise.
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wooden chair
2007

A heavy chair made from 
mahogany and abachi 
wood. The horizontal 
layers are each contruct-
ed from three CNC-made 
halflap joints.

wooden bar
2014

A wooden bar made 
from leftover materials. 
Ten different types of 
wood were used for the 
surface.

zeppelin for lasercutters
2012

This zeppelin was 
designed as an excercise 
in 3D model making with 
2D processes. The cutting 
files are available for free 
online.

birdhouse for lasercutters
2012

This birdhouse with a 
Dutch twist was designed 
as a gift for a friend. The  
cutting files are available  
for free online.
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patch for a skiing group
2015

This patch was laser-en-
graved onto metal flasks 
which I gifted to my 
skiing friends. It added a 
nice personal touch.

logo for an airport
2013

A concept for an airport 
that acts as a local health 
center for travellers and 
commuters was sketched 
out during a brainstorm-
ing session. This logo 
added some substance to 
the concept.

business card
2013

Businesscard in Dutch, 
with my old logo. Not 
many people have a 
name that can be written 
upside down as well.

logo for a healthy snack
2016

CrunchSea is a conceptu-
al breakfast cereal based 
on seaweed.

logo for a robotic 
vacuum cleaner
2016

Cleanybot is a robotic 
vacuum cleaner that was 
developed for a mecha-
tronics project. The bright 
red prototype showed this  
subtly engraved logo.

logo for a beekeeper
2016

Is it cruel to keep bees? 
Probably not: trading shelter 
for honey seems like a pretty 
good deal for all parties 
involved. This logo was 
created for an appropriate-
ly named beekeeper Blum, 
meaning ‘flower’ in German.

H O N I G
W H I S K E Y

seit

500 ml 34% vol

Imk e re i  R e i n e r  B lum
Rommee s t r.  31

33729 B i e l e f e l d
Inha l t :  Hon i g ,  W h i sk e y

quick and dirty logo 
brainstorm
2015

Finding the right visual 
identity for a brand requires 
a creative process. The 
ability to quickly draw up 
some logos and make fast 
iterations is a very useful skill 
to have.
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poster for a student party
2012

graphic design
promotional posters
2011-2016

Over the years, I have 
been tasked with the 
design of promotional 
posters for student parties 
and events.

poster for a student party
2015

poster for a student party
2010

poster for a student party
2016

poster for a local event 
2012
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product-user-business
crawl map
2016

A way of visualizing the 
relationship between an 
end user, a product, and 
a company, during the 
product’s life cycle.   

The blue line from left 
to right represents the 
user. The white ‘stations’ 
represent interaction 
points.

At the ‘point of sale’ 
station, for instance, the 
product (red) is trans-
ferred from the business 
(green) to the user. While 
the user has the product 
in his possession, the 
blue and red lines run 
together.

This graphic was created 
to show a business that 
service design can play 
an important role in both 
sales and customer satis-
faction, many instances 
are displayed where the 
company meets the user.

The product’s end of life 
is also displayed in this 
graphic. In this case, it 
will lead to the sale of a 
replacement product by 
the same company.
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sjors zuidema
industrial design engineer
1990

Born and raised in 
Groningen, Sjors occa-
sionally helped his father 
in the carpentry factory.
He later moved to 
Enschede to pursue a 
college education in In-
dustrial Design Engineer-
ing and immediately felt 
right at home between 
like-minded people. Not 
wanting to stand out in 
the creative crowd, he 
started playing guitar, 
designing posters and 
generally building fun 
things, making grateful 
use of his school’s lenient 
attitude towards personal 
projects.

After some time, Sjors 
found a job at FabLab 

been developed and 
subsequently patented. 
This concluded one of 
Sjors’ childhood dreams: 
becoming an inventor 
(the other dreams being: 
working for LEGO some 
day, and becoming a he-
licopter pilot.)

During his minor (a hand-
picked engineering-heavy 
course with programming 
and thermodynamics, 
among others) he worked 
briefly at the FabLab 
again, and later worked 
on a technical packaging 
project as an industri-
al design engineer for 
No Nonsense Technical 
Solutions. At this 
moment,he is nearly atthe 
end of his study, with only 
the graduation internship 
left to do.

Enschede where he 
assisted artists, designers, 
architects, hobbyists, 
and really anyone at all 
with rapid prototyping. 
3D printers and a laser 
cutter were among the 
most used tools for these 
projects. 

Six months of intern-
ship at the octrooifab-
riek (Dutch for ‘patent 
factory’) provided a very 
interesting intermezzo. 
The internship concisted 
of the development of 
a vacuum cleaner for 
wheelie bins. Sjors was 
tasked with finding a 
solution to the problem 
of the imploding wheelie 
bins. After half a year of 
trial and error, proto-
typing, research, testing 
and CAD modeling, 
a strong concept had 

sjorszuidema@gmail.com
0(031)6 104 96 314




